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Safety

Safety is essential in the use and maintenance of 
Greenlee Utility tools and equipment. This service 
manual and any markings on the tool provide informa-
tion for avoiding hazards and unsafe practices related to 
the use of this tool. Observe all of the safety information 
provided.

KEEP THIS MANUAL

Purpose

This manual is intended to familiarize personnel with the 
safe service procedures for the following Greenlee Utility 
tools:

 HPS513CB (45826) Serial Code GDV

 HCS8160CB (45653) Serial Code GDL

Keep this manual available to all personnel.

Replacement manuals are available upon request at  
no charge at www.greenlee.com.

Other Publications

Operation Manual: Publication 99937387

Specifications and Parts: Publication 99937395

SAE Standard J1273 (Hose and Hose Assemblies): 
 Publication 99930323

All specifications are nominal and may change as design 
improvements occur. Greenlee Textron Inc. shall not be liable for 
damages resulting from misapplication or misuse of its products.

Loctite and 242 are registered trademarks of Loctite Corporation.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION

SAFETY 
ALERT 
SYMBOL

This symbol is used to call your attention to 
hazards or unsafe practices which could result in 
an injury or property damage. The signal word, 
defined below, indicates the severity of the hazard. 
The message after the signal word provides infor-
mation for preventing or avoiding the hazard.

Immediate hazards which, if not avoided, WILL 
result in severe injury or death.

Hazards which, if not avoided, COULD result in 
severe injury or death.

Hazards or unsafe practices which, if not avoided, 
MAY result in injury or property damage.

Read and understand all of the 
instructions and safety information 
in this manual before operating or 
servicing this tool. Refer also to the 
following manuals, which are listed 
under “Other Publications”:

• Operation Manual

• Specifications and Parts Manual

Failure to observe this warning could 
result in severe injury or death.

Skin injection hazard:

• Do not use hands to check for 
leaks.

• Do not hold hose or couplers 
while the hydraulic system is 
pressurized.

• Depressurize the hydraulic system 
before servicing.

Oil under pressure easily punctures 
skin causing serious injury, gangrene 
or death. If you are injured by escap-
ing oil, seek medical attention 
immediately.

Wear eye protection when operating 
or servicing this tool. 

Failure to wear eye protection could 
result in serious eye injury from flying 
debris or hydraulic oil. 

Wear hearing protection when using 
this tool. 

Failure to observe this warning could 
result in serious injury. 

Wear foot protection when using this 
tool. 

Failure to observe this warning could 
result in serious injury. 
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Tool, chain, and other components 
may be hot during and after opera-
tion. Allow to cool before handling, 
or handle with heat-resistant gloves. 

Failure to observe this warning could 
result in severe injury. 

Do not exceed the maximum hydraulic flow, 
pressure relief or back pressure listed in the 
Specifications and Parts manual.

Failure to observe this warning could result in severe 
injury or death.

Do not disconnect tool, hoses or fittings while the 
power source is running or if the hydraulic fluid is 
hot. Hot hydraulic fluid could cause serious burns.

Do not reverse hydraulic flow. Operation with 
hydraulic flow reversed can cause tool malfunction. 
Connect the supply (pressure) hose and return (tank) 
hose to the proper ports.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION

Do not change accessories, inspect, adjust or 
clean tool when it is connected to a power source. 
Accidental startup can result in serious injury.

Failure to observe this warning could result in severe 
injury or death.

Hydraulic oil can cause skin irritation.

• Handle the tool and hoses with care to prevent 
skin contact with hydraulic oil.

• In case of accidental skin contact with hydraulic 
oil, wash the affected area immediately to remove 
the oil.

Failure to observe these precautions may result in 
injury.

Procedure for connecting or disconnecting hydraulic 
hoses, fittings or components:

1. Move the flow lever on the power source to the 
OFF position.

2. Stop the hydraulic power source.

3. Follow the sequence under Hose Connections to 
prevent pressure buildup. In case some pressure 
has built up, loosen hoses, fittings or compo-
nents slowly.

Note: Keep decals clean and legible. Replace when 
necessary — see the decals listed in the Parts and 
Specifications manual.
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Disassembly

Complete disassembly of the tool is not recommended. 
If a complete overhaul is necessary, return the tool to 
your nearest Greenlee Utility Authorized Service Center.

The disassembly procedure is divided into sections of 
the tool. Disassemble only the section(s) necessary to 
complete the repair.

Disassemble the tool on a flat, clean surface. Take care 
not to lose or damage any parts that may fall free during 
disassembly.

Saw Chain, Guide Bar, and Cover

1. Mark the top side of the guide bar with a grease 
pencil or marker.

2. Remove the two cover knobs (53) and cover (52).

3. Loosen the two 5/16–18 flange nuts (51). Turn the 
#10–24 chain adjusting screw (60) to loosen the 
chain. Remove the two flange nuts (51).

4. Pull the saw chain (54) off the rim sprocket (47), and 
remove the guide bar (55) and chain (54).

5. Remove the adjusting screw (60) and dog (59), if 
necessary.

Rim Sprocket and Spline Adapter

Hold the rim sprocket (47), using a spanner wrench or 
similar tool. Loosen and remove the 1/2" elastic stop 
nut (49), washer (48), sprocket (47), spline adapter (45), 
spacer (44), and Woodruff key (34).

Lower Handle and Front Handle

1. Remove one 1/4–20 x .625 button head cap screw 
(43) from the rear of the lower handle (2), and 
1/4–20 lock nut (4) and 1/4–20 x 1.5 button head 
cap screw (3) from the front of the lower handle to 
separate from the main handle.

2. Remove two 1/4–20 x .750 button head cap screws 
(38) from the top of the front handle (37) and one 
1/4–20 x .625 button head cap screw (43) from the 
bottom of the front handle to separate from the 
mount plate (40).

Chain Brake Assembly

1. Loosen the lock screw on the Bowden pin (68) to 
ensure the cable (70) can slide easily within the pin. 
Push the front shroud (39) forward.

2. Remove one #8–32 hex lock nut (76) and #8–32 
screw (75) holding the toggle (74) to the rod (62).

3. Remove one .372 dia. x 1 socket head shoulder 
screw (71) and separate the front shroud (39),  
two washers (67), and toggle (74) from the mount 
plate (40).

4. Remove one 1/4–20 hex lock nut (69) from the end 
of the rod (62) and slide the rod, spring (72), and hex 
lock nut (73) out of the bracket (64), only if neces-
sary. Remove two 1/4–20 x .38 button head cap 
screws (66) to separate the bracket from the mount 
plate.

5. Remove two 1/4–20 x .25 button head cap screws 
(63) to separate the push-pull cable (70) and cable 
clamps from the mount plate. Remove the cable from 
the lever (81) located in the end of the spool (77).

6. Remove one #10–32 x .38 button head cap screw 
(82) from the end of the spool and remove the lever.

7. Remove the retaining ring (80) from the end of the 
spool and push the spool out of the spool bore.

Trigger

1. Remove one .156 dia. x 1" roll pin (9) from the 
interface of the link (19) and spool (18).

2. Remove one .156 dia. x 1" roll pin (9) that holds the 
trigger (20) into the main handle and remove the 
trigger, only if necessary.

3. Remove one .156 dia. x .5 roll pin (10) from the 
interface of the link (19) and trigger (20) to separate 
components, only if necessary.

4. Remove two .156 dia. x 1" roll pins (9) from the 
handle and remove the trigger actuator and spring 
(12), only if necessary. Observe proper seating of 
spring prior to removal.

5. Remove the washer (17) and spring (16) from the 
end of the spool (18).

Control Spool and Sleeve

1. Remove the 7/8" external retaining ring (14) from the 
end of the sleeve (7). Pull the sleeve and spool (18) 
as an assembly out of the sleeve bore. Remove the 
O-ring (13) from the inside of the sleeve bore.

2. Remove one 5/16–18 x .375 button head cap screw 
(5) from the end of the spool (18). Remove the spool 
(18) from the sleeve (7).

3. Remove the two O-rings (6, 8) from the sleeve; 
remove the O-ring (15) from the end of the spool (18).
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Disassembly (cont’d)
Oil Metering Screw

Remove the oil metering screw (30) from the saw head 
(1). Remove the O-ring (31) from the metering screw.

Saw Head Body/Mount Plate

1. Remove the four 1/4–20 x .625 button head cap 
screws (43) to remove the saw head body (1) from 
the mount plate (20).

2. Remove the two standoffs (46) and two 5/16–18 
x 1" studs (50) from the mount plate (20), only if 
necessary.

3. Remove one 1/4–20 x .625 (43) and one 1/4–20 x 
.750 (38) button head cap screw and one 1/4–20 
lock nut (4) to remove the spike rack (41) and 
chain catcher (61) from the mount plate (20), only if 
necessary.

Saw Head and Motor

1. Scribe a line across the motor cap (22) and saw 
head motor body (1) to align the parts correctly 
during reassembly.

2. Remove eight 1/4 x 1" socket head cap screws (21). 
Pull the motor cap (22) from the saw head motor 
body (1). Remove the gasket (25).

3. Pull the idler shaft (27) with the gear (26) out of the 
saw head motor body. Remove the gear (26) from 
the idler shaft (27). Remove the drive pin (28) from 
the idler shaft, if necessary.

4. Remove the gear (26) and Woodruff key (33) from 
the drive shaft (32).

5. Remove the 1-3/8" internal retaining ring (36). 
Remove the drive shaft (32) and bearing (35) from 
the bar side of the saw head. The bearing is pressed 
in. Remove the bearing (35) from the drive shaft (32), 
only if necessary.

6. Pull the two dowel pins (23) out of the saw head 
motor body, only if necessary.

7. Remove the O-ring (29) in the saw head motor body 
(1). The O-ring can be removed with the needle 
bearing (24) in place using an O-ring tool.

Inspection

Clean all parts with an appropriate cleaning solution 
and dry them thoroughly. Inspect each component as 
described in this section. Replace any component that 
shows wear or damage.

1. Ball Bearing (35): Hold the center hub between 
your thumb and index finger. Roll the outer surface 
against the palm of your other hand. Replace the 
bearing if it does not rotate smoothly.

2. Needle Bearings (24): Insert shaft into bearings. 
Spin shaft. If the shaft does not spin smoothly, 
replace the entire assembly with bearings already 
pressed in.

3. Saw Head Motor Body (1) and Motor Cap (22): 
Inspect mating surfaces, bores, oil passageways, 
etc. for grooves or nicks. If any component shows 
wear or damage, replace the entire assembly with 
bearings already pressed in.

4. Rim Sprocket (47) and Adapter (45): Inspect all 
surfaces, including gear teeth, for grooves or chips. 
A minor amount of wear, if it’s consistent among all 
of the teeth (an even wear pattern), is acceptable.

 The rim sprocket and adapter function as a unit. If 
one of them needs to be replaced, replace both of 
them. Also, replace the saw chain at the same time.

5. Guide Bar (55): Clean the oil passage at the base of 
the guide bar. Use any instrument small enough to 
thoroughly clean the passage.

 Check the bar rails for wear by placing a straight 
edge against the side of the bar and one cutter.

• Clearance between the bar and the straight edge 
indicates that the bar rails are not worn.

• If the chain leans and there is little or no clearance 
between the bar and the straight edge, the bar 
rails are worn and the bar should be replaced.

Checking the Rails for Wear

CHAIN IS STRAIGHT

Rails are
not worn.Clearance

STRAIGHTEDGE

Rails are worn.
Replace bar.

CHAIN LEANS

No
Clearance

STRAIGHTEDGE

6. Inspect all other disassembled components for 
cracks, grooves or nicks.
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Assembly

Refer to the Illustration and Parts List for correct  
orientation and placement of parts. 

Replace any O-rings and gaskets on parts that have 
been disassembled. Apply hydraulic fluid or O-ring 
lubricant to all O-rings and all metal surfaces which they 
must slide over. When installing an O-ring which must 
slide over sharp surfaces, use a rolling motion and be 
careful not to damage the O-ring.

Wherever the assembly results in metal-to-metal contact, 
coat the surfaces with hydraulic fluid or O-ring lubricant.

Saw Head and Motor

1. Install a new O-ring (29) in the saw head motor body 
(1) using an O-ring tool. Be careful not to damage 
the O-ring during installation.

2. Install the two dowel pins (23) in the saw head 
motor body, if they were removed. Install the gasket 
(25).

3. Press the bearing (35) on the drive shaft (32). 
Generously lubricate the drive shaft and install the 
drive shaft and bearing in the saw head motor body. 
Press the bearing into place. Secure with a 1-3/8" 
internal ring (36).

4. Install the Woodruff key (33) and one gear (26) on 
the drive shaft (32).

5. Install the drive pin (28) in the idler shaft (27), if it 
was removed. Slide one gear (26) on the idler shaft 
(15). Install the idler shaft with the gear (26) in the 
saw head motor body.

6. Install the motor cap (22) on the saw head motor 
body (1), aligning the scribe marks that were made 
during disassembly.

7. Secure the motor cap using eight 1/4 x 1" socket 
head cap screws (21). Torque the cap screws to 
10 Newton-meters (90 in-lb).

Metering Screw

Install a new O-ring (31) on the metering screw (30). 
Install the metering screw (30) in the saw head (1).

Trigger Actuator, Spring, Trigger, 
Control Spool, and Sleeve

 1. If removed, ensure proper seating of the spring 
(12) prior to installation of the trigger actuator (11). 
One end of the spring must be seated over the cast 
feature near the end of the slot on the bottom of the 
handle (1). The other end fits over the feature on the 
trigger actuator as shown in the Illustration.

 2. Secure the trigger actuator in place using two .156 
dia. x 1" roll pins (9).

 3. If removed, attach the link (19) to the trigger (20) 
using one .156 dia. x .5 roll pin (10).

 4. If removed, install the trigger/link assembly (20/19) 
into the slot in the bottom of the handle (1) and 
secure in place using one .156 dia. x 1" roll pin (9).

 5. Install two new O-rings (6, 8) on the sleeve (7). 
Install one new O-ring (13) into the sleeve bore of 
the saw head body (1).

 6. Install a new O-ring (15) onto the spool (18) and 
install the spool into the sleeve (7).

 7. Secure the spool (18) into the sleeve (7) using one 
5/16–18 x .375" button head cap screw (5). Apply 
a thread-locking compound, such as Loctite 242 
Threadlocker or equivalent, to the cap screw (5). 
Follow the manufacturer’s instructions for applying 
and curing.

 8. Install the sleeve and spool assembly into the sleeve 
bore in the saw head body (1). Secure using one 
7/8" external retaining ring (14).

 9. Install the spring (16) and washer (17) onto the end 
of the spool (18).

10. Depress the washer (17) and spring (16) and secure 
the link (19) to the end of the spool (18) using one 
.156 dia. x 1" roll pin (9).

Torque Sequence

1

3

4

2

5 7

8 6
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Assembly (cont’d)
Mount Plate, Spike Rack, Standoffs, and Studs

1. If the two standoffs (46) or the two 5/16–18 x 1 
studs (50) were removed, clean the thread-locking 
compound from all internal and external threads and 
apply a small amount of retaining compound, such 
as Loctite® 609 or equivalent, to the threads and 
reinstall the components. Follow the manufacturer’s 
instructions for applying and curing.

2. If the 1/4–20 x .625 (43) and 1/4–20 x .750 (38) 
button head cap screws, 1/4–20 lock nut (4), chain 
catcher (61), and spike rack (41) were removed, 
clean the thread-locking compound from all internal 
and external threads and apply a small amount of 
thread-locking compound, such as Loctite® 242® 
Threadlocker or equivalent, to the threads and 
reinstall the components. Follow the manufacturer’s 
instructions for applying and curing. 

Motor Housing/Mount Plate, Drive Shaft 
Components, Bar, and Chain

1. Assemble the motor housing/handle assembly to 
the mount plate. Rotate the handle assembly 
relative to the mount plate to the desired handle 
orientation. The chain saw handle can be assem-
bled in the horizontal position, relative to the bar, 
with the four hole locations identified in the figure as 
location #1. The 30° handle orientation corresponds 
with hole location #2, while the 60° position corre-
sponds with hole location #3. Prior to installing the 
button head cap screws (43), clean the internal and 
external threads and apply a small amount of 
thread-locking compound, such as Loctite® 242® 
Threadlocker or equivalent, to the threads in the 
mount plate (40) and also to the screw threads (43). 
Follow the manufacturer’s instructions for applying 
and curing. Tighten the screws to 9 to 10 Newton-
meters (80 to 90 in-lb).

Handle Position

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

1

3 3

3

3

2. Install the Woodruff key (34), drive shaft spacer 
(44), spline adapter (45), rim sprocket (47), washer 
(48), and lock nut (49) onto the drive shaft. Holding 
the sprocket with a spanner wrench or similar tool, 
tighten the lock nut (49) securely.

3. Install the adjustment dog (59) and fillister head 
adjustment screw (60), if removed. Using the mark 
made during disassembly for reference, turn the bar 
upside down so it will wear evenly. Install the bar 
(55) and chain (54) onto the mount plate pad and 
secure loosely with two 5/16–18 flange nuts (51). 
Verify that the chain is installed as shown. Ensure 
that the adjustment dog (59) is located in the 
appropriate hole in the bar (55).

Bar Installation

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

1

3 3

3

3

Ensure
adjustment
dog is here.

Direction of Chain Travel

Cutting Edge

Top View

Side View

4. Tighten the chain (54) using the adjustment dog 
(59) and fillister head adjustment screw (60) per 
Adjusting Chain Tension in the Adjustments  
section of this manual. Tighten the flange nuts to 
16.9 Newton-meters (150 in-lb).
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Assembly (cont’d)
Front Handle, Lower Handle, and Cover

1. Prior to installing the button head cap screws, 
clean the internal and external threads and apply 
a small amount of thread-locking compound, such 
as Loctite 242 Threadlocker or equivalent, to the 
threads in the mount plate (40) and also to the 
screw threads. Follow the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions for applying and curing.

2. Locate the front handle in the appropriate  
position and secure the top of the handle with two 
1/4–20 x .750 button head cap screws (38) and the 
bottom with one 1/4–20 x .625 button head cap 
screw (43).

3. Locate the lower handle in the appropriate position 
and secure the front with one 1/4–20 x 1.5 button 
head cap screw (3) and lock nut (4). Secure the rear 
of the lower handle to the end of the cast handle, 
using two 1/4–20 x .625 button head cap screws (43).

4. Install the cover (52) over the standoffs (46) and 
secure in place with two cover knobs (53).

Chain Brake Assembly

1. Install the spool (77) into the spool bore, ensuring 
that the holes through the spool align with the fluid 
passages in the bore. Install the retaining ring (80) 
into the ring groove on the end of the spool.

2. Install the lever (81) over the end of the spool so 
that when the lever is rotated toward the handle, the 
spool rotates within the bore. Secure in place using 
one #10–32 x .38 button head cap screw.

3. Install the z-bend end of the push-pull cable (70) 
into the hole in the lever and secure the cable 
assembly to the mount plate (40) using two 
1/4–20 x .25 button head cap screws (63).

4. Secure the bracket (64) and rod assembly to the 
mount plate using two 1/4–20 x .38 button head  
cap screws (66). If the rod, spring, hex nuts, and 
bracket were disassembled, reassemble and adjust 
according to the dimensions in the figure below. 
Adjust with the shroud pulled rearward.

Adjustment Dimensions

0.08

0.44

5. Slide the cable through the hole in the Bowden pin 
(68). Secure the front shroud (39) and two washers 
(67) to the mount plate using one .372 dia. x 1.25 
socket head shoulder bolt (71).

6. With the shroud in the forward position, attach the 
toggle (74) to the end of the rod (62), using one  
#8–32 x .75 socket head cap screw (75) and one 
#8–32 hex lock nut (76).

7. Pull the shroud (40) rearward to lock in place and 
tighten the locking screw on the Bowden pin (68).
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Adjustments
Checking and Setting the Automatic Chain Oiler

The automatic chain oiler provides a constant supply of 
oil to lubricate the bar and chain whenever the saw is 
operating. An adjustment screw controls the amount of 
oil supplied. 

1. Run the saw at full rpm.

2. If the tip of the saw gives off a fine spray of oil, the 
automatic oiler is working properly. If the saw does 
not give off a spray of oil, adjust the oiler.

Note: For better results, hold saw so that the tip of 
the saw blade is pointing toward a clean sheet of 
paper or cardboard and run the saw at full rpm. If 
the automatic oiler is working properly, the paper or 
cardboard should soon show small droplets of oil. 

3. Stop the hydraulic power source.

4. Twist the adjustment screw 1/2 turn as follows:

• clockwise to decrease the oiler output.

• counterclockwise to increase the oiler output.

Automatic Oiler Adjustment Screw

Automatic Oiler
Adjustment Screw

5. Start the hydraulic power source.

6. Repeat until the oiler output is adjusted correctly.

New Chain Break-In

1. Run the saw at low chain speed without cutting 
wood for 2 to 3 minutes. Check the output from the 
automatic oiler.

2. Stop the hydraulic power source. Disconnect the 
hoses. Allow the bar and chain to cool. Check the 
tension and adjust if necessary.

3. Connect the hoses. Start the power source. Make a 
few easy cuts at moderate chain speed.

4. Stop the hydraulic power source. Disconnect the 
hoses. Allow the bar and chain to cool. Check the 
tension and adjust if necessary.

5. Connect the hoses. Start the power source. Use  
the saw for moderate cuts during the next 30 
minutes of use.

Checking Chain Tension

1. Stop the hydraulic power source. Disconnect the 
hoses. Allow the bar and chain to cool.

2. Pull the saw chain around the bar. The chain should 
rotate around the bar easily. If it does not, see Chain 
is Difficult to Rotate Manually in the Troubleshooting 
table.

3. Check the tension as follows: 

 Pull the saw chain away from the bar (see the 
illustration) using approximately 4.4 Newtons (2 lb) 
of force. The clearance between the chain and bar 
should be approximately 3.2 mm (1/8"). If there is 
too much or too little clearance, proceed to 
Adjusting Chain Tension.

Proper Chain Tension

Approx.
4.4 Newtons

(2 lb.)

Approx.
3.2 mm
(1/8")

Adjusting Chain Tension

1. Loosen the two bar flange nuts.

2. Turn the saw chain tension adjusting screw until the 
proper tension is achieved, as follows:

 Pull the saw chain away from the bar (see the 
illustration) using approximately 4.4 Newtons (2 lb) 
of force. The clearance between the chain and bar 
should be approximately 3.2 mm (1/8").

3. Hold the bar nose up and tighten the two bar flange 
nuts. Torque to 16.9 Newton-meters (150 in-lb).

4. Check the chain tension again.

5. Rotate the chain around the bar manually. If you 
hear a clicking noise, the chain drive links are 
hitting the bar. Repeat the Adjusting Chain Tension 
procedure.
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Sharpening the Saw Chain

The saw chain must be sharpened to the manufacturer’s specifications. If the saw chain is not properly sharpened, 
the risk of kickback increases.

If using a filing guide or hand-held grinder, refer to the manufacturer’s instructions provided with the unit.

See Illustration ➝ Figure A Figure B Figure C Figure D Figure E — Figure F —

Model 
Number

Chain Part 
Number Pitch Gauge Side Plate 

Angle

Top Plate 
Cutting 
Angle

Top Plate 
Filing 
Angle

File 
Guide 
Angle

Depth 
Gauge 
Setting

Round 
File Size

HPS513CB 50433709 .325" .058" 60° 60° 25° 90° .025" 5/32"

HCS8160CB 50419600 3/8" .050" 85° 60° 30° 90° .030" 3/16"

Saw Chain Pitch

See Figure A. Pitch refers to the saw chain measure-
ment. A chain’s pitch is the distance between any three 
consecutive rivets divided by two. Example: .65 divided 
by two equals .325 pitch.

Figure A Pitch

This distance divided
by two equals Pitch “A”.

 Figure C Figure D
 Side Plate Angle Top Plate Cutting Angle

“C” “D”

Figure B Gauge

Thickness of bottom section
of drive link equals Gauge “B”.

 Figure E Figure F
 Top Plate Filing Angle Depth Gauge Setting

“E”

“F”

Saw Chain Gauge

See Figure B. Gauge refers to the thickness of that 
portion of the drive link which fits into the guide bar 
groove. The guide bar and saw chain gauge must 
match. Industry standards are .050, .058 and .063.
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Sharpening the Saw Chain (cont’d)
Filing Depth Gauges

1. If the cutters are sharpened with a file holder, check 
and lower the depth gauges before sharpening the 
cutters.

2. Check the depth gauges every third sharpening.

3. Place the depth gauge tool on the cutter. If the 
depth gauge projects, file it level with the top of the 
tool. Always file from the inside of the saw chain 
toward an outside cutter.

Lowering Depth Gauges

4. Round off the front corner to maintain the original 
shape of the depth gauge after using the depth 
gauge tool. Always follow the recommended depth 
gauge setting of the chain manufacturer. This is 
important for maximum performance throughout 
the saw chain’s life as well as for protection against 
kickback.

Rounding Off Depth Gauges

Filing Cutters — General

1. Support the file holder on the cutter top plate and 
depth gauge as shown.

Filing Cutters

File Holder

File

2. File the cutters on one side of the saw chain from 
the inside out. File on the forward stroke only.

Filing Cutters

3. Keep the line on the file holder parallel to the center 
of the saw chain. Reverse the procedure for the 
other side.

Filing Cutters

File Holder Line

4. Keep all cutters the same length.

Filing Cutters

5. File enough to remove any damage to the cutting 
edges (side plate and top plate) of the cutter.

Filing Cutters

Side Plate Top Plate
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Illustration (without Chain Brake)
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Illustration of Chain Brake Assembly
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Parts List

  UPC No. 
 Key 78-3310- Part No. Description Qty

  UPC No. 
 Key 78-3310- Part No. Description Qty

 1 49926 50499262 Head, saw ..........................................................1

 2 49757 50497570 Handle, lower, with decal ...................................1

 3   Screw, cap, 1/4–20 x 1.50", 
    button head socket ............................................1

 4 43997 50439979 Nut, hex, 1/4–20 lock, stainless steel .................2

 5   Screw, cap, 5/16–18 x .375" 
    button head socket ............................................1

 6 *   O-ring, .437" x .625" x .093"–90 .......................1

 7 49415 50494155 Sleeve ................................................................1

 8 *   O-ring, .750" x .875" x .062"–90 .......................1

 9   Pin, roll, .156" x 1.00"........................................4

 10   Pin, roll, .156" x .500"....................................... 1

 11 49408 50494082 Actuator, trigger .................................................1

 12 54144 90541448 Spring, compression, 
    .248" x .300" x .690" ........................................1

 13 *   O-ring, .875" x 1.00" x .062"–70 .......................1

 14 54819 90548191 Ring, retaining, .875", external ...........................1

 15 *   O-ring, .312" x .437" x .062"–70 .......................1

 16 41760 50417601 Spring, compression, 
    .675" x .845" x 1.25" ........................................1

 17 40462 50409622 Washer, flat, .580" x .937" x .050", 
    stainless steel ....................................................1

 18 49416 50494163 Spool .................................................................1

 19 49409 50494090 Link ...................................................................1

 20 49407 50494074 Trigger ...............................................................1

 21   Screw, cap, 1/4–20 x 1.00", 
    socket head .......................................................8

 22 40412 50404124 Cap, motor (includes 2 of Item 24) ......................1

 23   Pin, dowel, .250" x .500" ...................................2

 24 41591 50415911 Bearing, needle, .439" x .625" x .500" ...............4

 25 *   Gasket, 2.09" x 3.09" x .0015" ..........................1

 26 41630 50416302 Gear, 11-tooth ....................................................2

 27 40168 50401682 Shaft, idler .........................................................1

 28 41593 50415930 Pin, drive, .123" x .209" w/ square head ............1

 29 *   O-ring, .500" x .687" x .093"–80 .......................1

 30 49419 50494198 Bleed screw .......................................................1

  40189 50401891 Bleed screw (HPS513CB) ...................................1

 31 *   O-ring, .375" x .500" x .062"–70 .......................1

 32 49417 50494171 Shaft, drive ........................................................1

 33 41592 50415921 Key, Woodruff #213 ............................................1

 34 41813 50418131 Key, Woodruff #2 ................................................1

 35 41598 50415981 Bearing, ball .......................................................1

 36 41482 50414821 Ring, retaining ....................................................1

 37 49404 50494040 Handle, front ......................................................1

 38   Screw, cap, 1/4–20 x .750", 
    button head........................................................3

 39†   Shroud ...............................................................1

 40 45432 50454323 Plate, mount.......................................................1

 41 49403 50494031 Rack, spike ........................................................1

 43   Screw, cap, 1/4–20 x .625", 
    button head......................................................10

 44 49418 50494180 Spacer, drive shaft .............................................1

 45 55102 90551028 Adapter, sprocket ...............................................1

 46 55137 90551370 Standoff .............................................................2

 47 55101 90551010 Rim sprocket, .325" pitch (HPS513CB) ...............1

  55103 90551036 Rim sprocket, 3/8" pitch (HCS8160CB) ..............1

 48 43309 50433091 Washer, flat, .530" x 1.50" x .050" .....................1

 49   Nut, hex, 1/2–20, Lock .......................................1

 50 55104 90551044 Stud, threaded, 5/16–18 x 1.00" ........................2

 51   Nut, hex, 5/16–18, flange ...................................2

 52 49405 50494058 Cover .................................................................1

 53 55099 90550994 Knob, knurled, 1/4–20 x 1.00" ...........................2

 54 43370 50433709 Chain, 13" x .058" Ga., .325" pitch 
    (HPS513CB) .......................................................1

  41960 50419600 Chain, 16" x .050" Ga., 3/8" pitch 
    (HCS8160CB) .....................................................1

 55 43369 50433695 Bar, guide, 13" x .058" Ga (HPS513CB) ..............1

  55141 90551419 Bar, guide, 16" x .050" Ga (HCS8160CB) ............1

 59 49461 50494619 Dog, adjustment .................................................1

 60 55139 90551397 Screw, #10–24 x 2.00", fillister head .................1

 61 49414 50494147 Catcher, chain ....................................................1

 62 49885 50498851 Rod ....................................................................1

 63   Screw, cap, 1/4-20 x .25 button head ................2

 64 49925 50499254 Bracket ..............................................................1

 65 49886 50498860 Clamp, conduit ...................................................2

 66   Screw, cap, 1/4-20 x .38 button head ................3

 67†   Washer, flat ........................................................3

 68 49883 50498835 Pin, bowden .......................................................1

 69   Nut, 1/4-20 hex jam ...........................................1

 70 49762 50497626 Cable, push-pull .................................................1

 71† 45425 50454250 Screw, 3/8 dia. x 7/8 socket head  
    shoulder .............................................................1

 72 55136 90551362 Spring, compression ..........................................1

 73   Nut, 3/8-16 hex lock ..........................................1

 74 49884 50498843 Toggle ................................................................1

 75   Screw, cap, #8-32 x .75 socket head .................2

 76   Nut, #8-32 hex lock ...........................................2

 77 49844 50498444 Spool .................................................................1

 78 45439 50454390 Quad ring, spool .................................................1

 79 41402 50414023 O-ring, 9/16 x 11/16 x 1/16–70D .......................1

 80 12659 52001375 Ring, retaining ....................................................1

 81 49846 50498460 Lever .................................................................1

 82   Screw, cap, #10-32 x .38 button head ................1

 83   Screw, cap, 1/4-20 x .88, button head ................1

Decals
 56* 49567 50495674 Decal, warning ...................................................1

 57* 49568 50495682 Decal, pressure, flow ..........................................1

 58 41547 50415471 Decal, Greenlee Utility ........................................1

Repair Kit  
 * 40789 50407891 Packing kit (includes items 
    marked with an asterisk) ....................................1

 † 40790 52057244 Shroud kit, chain brake 
    (includes items marked with †) ..........................1
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Accessories

These chain saws will accept any of the following combinations of bar, chain, and rim sprocket.

Description Part Number
Bar 

Length
Bar and 

Chain Gauge
Chain and 

Sprocket Pitch
Bar Chain Sprocket

13" .058" .325" 50433695 50433709 90551010

16" .050" 3/8" 90551419 50419600 90551036

20" .050" 3/8" 90551850 90551915 90551036
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